Re: “Preliminary Alternatives for Incidental Catch Retention of Pacific Halibut in the Limited Entry and Open Access Fixed Gear Sablefish Fisheries”

Dear Council Members/NMFS,

This letter is in response to the recent PFMC recommendation to NMFS to limit the preliminary alternatives for incidental retention of halibut to the LE Fixed Gear Sector. We object to this recommendation by the council as it denies the benefits of incidental retention to the Open Access Sector and is inequitable to historical participants in the 2A halibut fishery who do not hold a LE Fixed Gear Permit. It also does not address the bigger issue which is the “derby” fishery that Open Access and LE Fixed Gear fisherman are forced to fish in area 2A.

Myself and the others that have signed this letter all actively participated in the 2A halibut derby fishery in the past and present and have faced the grim realities that this outdated, “derby” fishery execution model, has imposed upon us and continues to do so. Currently under the 2A Catch Sharing plan to participate in the derby fishery we are forced to fish on a one or two day opener in unsafe weather conditions, crowded fishing grounds, and we flood the market with halibut for a few short days. An incidental fishery option would give an alternative option to Open Access Fixed Gear fisherman who don’t want to participate in the directed/or incidental troll fishery.

We ask the council and NMFS to consider incidental retention of halibut in the OA Fixed Gear Fishery Fleet to historical participants in the 2A halibut fishery. It would allow us to retain halibut on days that are safe to fish, provide the local market with fish throughout the summer, and will give an alternative to fisherman who do not want to go line up boat to boat to fish on the small halibut grounds off our southern coast line.

The reality is that execution of the 2A Halibut Fishery “derby” is the real problem that needs addressing. While we ask to be included in the incidental retention of halibut catch share plan, we believe this an inadequate solution to the ongoing problem that a derby fishery creates. In the future we would like the NMFS and the PFMC to come up with a plan that would issue IFQ to individual fisherman with historical participation in the fishery. The move to catch shares would benefit the fisherman, consumer, and end the unsafe race for fish.

In conclusion we ask that any alternatives NMFS creates in the near future regarding the retention of incidental halibut include Open Access fisherman who have been historical 2A halibut fishery participants, and consider ending the unsafe “derby” halibut fishery in 2A.

Sincerely,
John Blanchard F/V Bess Chet
Stanley Jones F/V Agnes C
Pacific Fisheries Management Council  
San Mateo Marriot Hotel  
San Mateo, CA.  
April 4, 2011

Council Members,

The Trinity River Fishing Guides Association Inc. represents 100 licensed, registered and permitted recreational fishing guides that fish the 110+ river miles of the Trinity River. We collectively average 10,000 client days per year fishing the Trinity River. The recreational sport fishing value of the Trinity River and its anadromous fishing spans a ten month fishing opportunity. It is one of the longest recreational inland sports fishing seasons of any West Coast river systems. It also contributes approximately $4 million annually to the economies of Trinity and Humboldt Counties.

The TRGA requests that the Council direct NMFS to investigate and provide for an In-River Coho fishery for the Trinity River in northern California only.

The Trinity River Hatchery grows and releases 500,000 yearling Coho salmon per year. It only takes 1,000 adult Coho salmon to provide the necessary eggs to accomplish this. For the last 10yrs the TRH has had a return of 3,800 to 18,000 adult Coho salmon, more than enough to provide hatchery needs, an in-river fishery and spawning escapement. TRGA suggests that we start with a limit of 5 adult hatchery marked season to see if there is an effect to the fishery.

The TRH is a federally mitigated hatchery, run by CDF&G, to replace the spawning grounds lost by the dam. If we California sportsmen are paying for these fish why should we not be able to realize the benefits of these fish? Where do these fish go? They go out to sea to be caught and released by ocean sport fishermen and up to Oregon to be harvested by fishermen. Oregon has a Coho Salmon Season, why not California fishermen have an in-river fishery? This seams as a reasonable request for our license fees.

Thank you for your consideration of our request.

Respectfully submitted,

Liam Gogan, President  
Board of Directors:  
Bill Dickens    Travis Michel    Michael Caranci    Steve Townzen  
E. B. Duggan    Paul Catanese    Bob Norman    Scott Stratton